
State Co. for Agricultural supplies ,one of Ministry of Agriculture formations 

located in Wazzeria behind the Juridical institute, intends to receive the offers of 

the global producing and manufacturing companies for agricultural helicopters for 

air spraying to control the epidemic pests and to be not modified with a tender of 

two phases. Whoever of the companies, desire to participate to supply the required 

helicopters, submit their complete technical offers consisting of the following: 

1- Type, design, model, brand, size, capacity and the material that the body of 

helicopter is made of as well as the paint of helicopter which should be anti-

chemical for the pesticides. 
 

2- The exact specifications to all helicopter components and parts. 
 

3- Engine type, capacity and its control devices of speed and the exact 

specifications. 
 

4- The period and height of aviation. 
 

5- The types, models, origins and manufacturing companies for the sprayers 

and method of their usage to each type of helicopter in addition to its 

convenience for helicopters and all exact technical details. 
 

6- All the required technical  catalogues for  helicopters 
 

7- Refer to the certificate of aviation issued by the concerned authorities  which 

should be dependable  from Iraqi authority for civil aviation. 
 

8- Training courses that should be given to the pilots and technicians with 

reference to the certificates to be given to each trainee, period and kind of 

training to be mentioned as well. 
 

9- incoterms followed by the participating companies to supply  the required 

helicopters. 

looking forward to receive your offers without quotation in a deadline 12:00pm  

of Sunday 3/5/2009 in our company headquarter or on e-mail 

(commercial_dep@iraqiscas.com) in order to enable us  study offers  and 

choose the best technically, then  notice   the awarded companies with direct 

invitation to submit their financial bids as second phase. Your participation will 

be appreciated for top importance, as our company is serious to purchase these 

helicopters under our requirements. 

 

Best regards.  

                                                

Director General                    

Chairman of Board                         

 


